How To Get Top UPS
Shipping Rates With
Worldwide Express
How do we secure top shipping rates?
In total, we helped customers ship more than 24 million small
packages in 2021. With those kinds of numbers, we can
collectively negotiate UPS parcel shipping rates — particularly
for companies that consistently move higher volumes.

®

Small-to-medium-sized businesses (SMBs) should continuously look for cost savings
as a measure to protect their bottom line. That’s why thousands of SMBs across
the United States partner with Worldwide Express. As part of the largest non-retail
authorized reseller of UPS® in the nation, we negotiate top parcel shipping rates and
help customers strategically incorporate UPS services into their shipping program.

We’re your UPS shipping services partner (too!)
Top shipping rates certainly help your bottom line. But savings mean
very little if you don’t have top-notch service to match. By working
with Worldwide Express shipping experts, customers can strategically
incorporate the following UPS shipping solutions into their business:

UPS Domestic Shipping Services Access 42,000 drop off locations —

and receive assistance with customs, documents and compliance matters.

Small Parcel Shipping Insurance Gain peace of mind by adding affordable
insurance to your shipments through UPS Capital®.

UPS SurePost® Leverage this low-cost service that combines the consistency
of UPS with the expertise in last-mile logistics from the U.S. Postal Service.

High

Single Shipper
low volume
high rates

UPS Hundredweight Service® Utilize this efficiency-friendly solution when
you need to ship multiple parcels together as one shipment.

With Worldwide Express

vs.

On Your Own

Get discounted pricing

Get standard pricing

Compare prices for services on
one screen using a transportation
management system

Manually compare prices and
services using the internet

Rely on shipping trends and research
provided by logistics experts

Sift through news feeds without
a research strategy

Use insights and reports to create
a smart shipping strategy

Manually compile disjointed
data to understand your
shipping program

Scale between parcel and
less-than-truckload to save money
and navigate price fluctuations

Use only parcel and pay more for
“outlier” shipments (overweight,
irregularly shaped, etc.)

Competitive E-commerce Rates Save on lightweight domestic and international

Low

shipping — up to 55% off UPS® Ground and 69% off UPS 2nd Day Air®.

Small Package Fees Learn about accessorial charges and other common fees
$

Can SMBs ship UPS by themselves? Of course! But there are
advantages that are only available by working with a leading
third-party logistics (3PL) provider like Worldwide Express.

UPS International Shipping Services Ship confidently around the globe

Single Shipper
moderate volume
moderate rates

Moderate

Number of Shipments

plus overnight, two- and three-day guaranteed delivery.

Worldwide
Express
high-volume
negotiating
power

The Worldwide Express advantage

$$

$$$

that you may not account for in your shipping budget and strategy.

Parcel Rates

Partner with Worldwide Express for top parcel rates and services!
Running a business doesn’t mean you have to do everything yourself. Save time and money and create
better shipping processes by relying on our logistics expertise.

Get a UPS quote
today to see how
much you can save!
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